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Advanced Graphics Programming Using OpenGL (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Today truly useful and interactive graphics are available on affordable computers. While hardware progress has been impressive, widespread gains in software expertise have come more slowly. Information about advanced techniquesbeyond those learned in introductory computer graphics textsis not as easy to come by as inexpensive hardware. 
...
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Learning Cocos2D: A Hands-On Guide to Building iOS Games with Cocos2D, Box2D, and ChipmunkAddison Wesley, 2011

	So you want to be a game developer?


	Developing games for the iPhone or iPad can be a lot of fun. It is one of the few
	things we can do to feel like a kid again. Everyone, it seems, has an idea for a game,
	and what better platform to develop for than the iPhone and iPad?


	What stops most people from actually developing...
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3D Graphics for Game ProgrammingCRC Press, 2011


	Many of computer graphics classes in colleges are focused on real-time rendering

	and animation. However, it is not easy to nd an appropriate textbook,

	which presents the state of the art in interactive graphics, is balanced between

	theory and practicality, and is of a proper length to be covered in a semester.

	This book is...
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Android on x86: An Introduction to Optimizing for Intel® ArchitectureApress, 2013

	Android on x86: an Introduction to Optimizing for Intel® Architecture serves two main purposes. First, it makes the case for adapting your applications onto Intel’s x86 architecture, including discussions of the business potential, the changing landscape of the Android marketplace, and the unique challenges and...
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Mobile 3D Graphics SoC: From Algorithm to ChipJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The first book to explain the principals behind mobile 3D hardware implementation, helping readers understand advanced algorithms, produce low-cost, low-power SoCs, or become familiar with embedded systems


	As mobile broadcasting and entertainment applications evolve, there is increasing interest in 3D graphics within the...
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Learning Physics Modeling with PhysXPackt Publishing, 2013

	In this day and age, physics engines play a very critical role in the success of a sophisticated game. PhysX is a state-of-the-art cross-platform physics engine widely used by top game studios and developers. It contains all the physics-related components you will need and exploits the parallel-processing capability of modern GPUs as well as...
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iOS Game Development CookbookO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Want to build games with iOS technologies? This cookbook provides detailed recipes for a wide range of common iOS game-development issues, ranging from 2D and 3D math to Game Center integration, and OpenGL to performance. If you’re familiar with iOS and Objective-C, this is the problem-solving guide you want.

	...
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OpenGL Game Programming w/CD (Prima Tech's Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2002
OpenGL® Game Programming teaches you how to use OpenGL to create dynamic 3D environments and effects for use in game development. Beginning with the histories of OpenGL and Microsoft® DirectX®, programming essentials for Microsoft Windows®, and 3D theory, you'll quickly move on to lessons on the functionality of OpenGL. Most of the...
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Programming the Cell Processor: For Games, Graphics, and ComputationPrentice Hall, 2008

	Make the Most of IBM’s Breakthrough Cell Processor in Any Gaming, Graphics, or Scientific Application


	 


	IBM’s Cell processor delivers truly stunning computational power: enough to satisfy even the most demanding gamers and graphics...
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OpenGL SuperBible (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
OpenGL SuperBible, Third Edition is a comprehensive, hands-on guide for Mac and Windows programmers who need to know how to program with the new version of OpenGL. This book will help readers master and expand their knowledge of 3D graphics programming and OpenGL implementation. Seasoned OpenGL programmers will also...
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Android Wireless Application Development (2nd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2010

	Android™ Wireless Application Development  Second Edition


	 


	Lauren Darcey


	Shane Conder


	 


	The start-to-finish guide to Android application...
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Augmented Reality with KinectPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know C/C++ programming, then this book will give you the ability to develop augmented reality applications with Microsoft’s Kinect. By the end of the course you will have created a complete game.


	Overview

	
		Understand all major Kinect API features including image streaming, skeleton tracking...
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